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A fairy-tale came to life at the Cancer Centre in Salmaniya 
Medical Complex recently as volunteers from Al Fajer 

Private School (AFS) dressed up as fairies and superheroes 
brightened up the lives of little children on the occasion of 
Patients’ Day.

The delightful programme was a part of the school’s ‘Fairy 
Tale Project’ dedicated to the Kingdom’s children battling 
cancer and other life threatening conditions.

“The most difficult part of the treatment process is the 
waiting period. Children wait for their treatment, for their 
doctor, for test results and so on. Our main aim was to give hope 

in times of crisis as it can really strengthen their healing journey. 
And so the ‘Fairy Tale Project’ was born,” said Aline K. Matta, a 

member of the Al Fajer Private School family.
Filled with fairy dust and superhero magic, the Fairy Tale Project 

did not just stop at providing heart-warming entertainment to 
children but also revealed a grand surprise for the centre’s youngest 

cancer patient as a part of their one-of- its-kind project.
“While we had arranged mini surprises for all children, we felt like we 

could do more. It was all a big secret for months as we wanted little Shareefa 
and her parents to be as surprised as possible. I am elated that we were 
successful in taking her to a La La Land where all her dreams came true and 
there were no happy endings; only happy beginnings as we hope her journey

with AFS continues when she comes back from her treatment in Turkey,” 
said an excited Aline.

Little Shareefa was gifted an educational scholarship from Al Fajer 
Private School, school uniforms from Georgia Uniforms, school books 
from Elmia Bookstore, a trip to Dubai for herself and her parents from 
Yaacoub Travel, a lifetime of free dental treatment from the Gulf Dental 
Clinic, free lifetime training at the Aikido Academy, a precious package 
from Azadea Group and Little Princess in Seef Mall, a special gift from 
YES MUM and many more delightful presents.

 “We received an overwhelming response and so much support to 
lead this wonderful cause. We had only started the project as a dream, 
but it was a dream we all dreamt together which became a reality. It 
is important that more institutions and organisations take up such 
projects to spread positivity and happiness in the Kingdom,” said Aline 
speaking about the need for such projects.

The ‘Fairy Tale Project’ was held with the cooperation of the Ministry 
of Education, Ministry of Health, Salmaniya Medical Complex, Party 
Daze Adliya, Assel Express, Lavender Flowers, Barnes and Nobles and 
more.AFS volunteers with a child as Batman and Snowhite

AFS volunteers with Little Shareefa 
as Superman and Queen Elsa
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A Bahrain-based start-up, 
offering a combination 

of environmental and fintech 
solutions, has reached the 
final rounds of a United 
Nations (UN) competition for 
designing a planet-friendly 
application called ‘Paperless’.

The competition called 
#Connect2effect was 
simultaneously held at 
nine different locations to 
raise awareness for the UN 
Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs) and offer 
youngsters the opportunity 
to showcase their ideas and 
solutions for achieving the 
SDGs.  

The SDGs are a set of 17 
goals agreed upon by the 193 
member states of the UN, 
including Bahrain, as priorities 
for the world to tackle by 2030.

The Bahraini team-of-
three is the only participant 
from the GCC to compete 
with eight other international 

winners in the competition. 
The Paperless team consists 
of two IT consultants and a 
business developer - Hamad 
Ameer, Samy Massoud and 
Helen Kaldre respectively, who 
developed ‘Paperless’ – a smart 
solution to reducing paper 
receipts, collecting data and 
saving the environment.

The app is an innovative 
technical solution, eradicating 
paper receipts in retail stores.  
Alternatively, it uses an app 
on customer smart phones for 
receiving receipts.  The app 
is known to have multiple 
benefits, including tackling 
waste management, impacting 
the environment positively 
and providing smart financials 
insights for retailers.

“I am excited for this 
wonderful opportunity and so 
proud of the team! We are 
three innovative people with 
a mission to save the planet. 
Samy is an IT superstar, Hamad 
is also an IT mastermind 
and student who effectively 

manages his time and I am 
an active financial consultant 
with the planet on my mind. 
Our app is earth-friendly, 
customer-friendly and retailer-
friendly too. It really is a 
win-win for everyone,” said 
co-founder Helen Kaldre. 

The winning participants beat 
seven other teams to get through 
to the next round, where they 
will be competing with teams 
from over eight other global 
regions and if the team manages 
to win this round, they will be 
representing the Kingdom of 
Bahrain at the United Nations 
Headquarters in New York City.

“We are thrilled about getting 
through to the next stage in this 
international competition. This 
is not just a big moment for us as 
a team but it is a matter of pride 
for Bahrain to be represented 
on such a prestigious platform. 

It is important that the nation 
continues to support its 
innovative and creative talents 
as we believe that our paperless 
receipt solution and other such 
sustainable ideas show that 
we in Bahrain are innovative, 
environmentally-friendly and 
focused on the future of the 
Kingdom,” said co-founder 
Samy Massoud. 

One of the criteria for the 
team to win the next stage is 
to gain both social media and 
crowdfunding support from 
their home countries in order 
to showcase an acceptance for 
sustainable development goals 
within the nation. To show 
your support, follow Bahrain’s 
Paperless team on Instagram: 
@getpaperlessapp and visit the 
crowdfunding page on www.
crowdfunding.connect2effect.
com/p/paperless. 

From left, Samy Massoud, Helen Kaldre and Hamad Ameer who developed ‘Paperless’

The app developed by the three-member startup team, 
which can eradicate paper receipts in retail stores  
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Recruiting a
Projects Officer

The British Embassy is looking for a full-time 
Projects Officer, B3(L), to join our dynamic 
Programmes Team.  The candidate will lead on a 
portfolio of projects that support the wider political 
and programmatic work of the Embassy. The 
candidate will also be responsible for monitoring 
and evaluating projects to help better design 
Embassy project work. 

Working hours are generally 7:30am to 2:30pm. 
Salary is 1025 BHD per month.

For a full job description visit our website:
https://www.gov.uk/government/world/organisations/british-embassy
-manama/about/recruitment 

The closing date for all applications is Saturday 6th May 2017.


